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The sweeping process was introduced and solved in the Lipschitz case 
(and some other cases, but under “metric hypotheses”) by J. J. Moreau 
[30, 31, 391 (for an intuitive presentation see Section 1). Then after 
preliminary papers by H. Tanaka [47] and C. Castaing [ 14,151, M. D. P. 
Monteiro Marques [26,27] solved the problem when the multifunction is 
right lower semi-continuous and contains a ball. 
The aim of this paper is to give another proof of the Monteiro Marques 
result using an interior lipschitzean approximation of the multifunction. 
Our result is slightly less general because we are obliged to assume bilateral 
lower semi-continuity and left closedness of the graph. But this is a different 
approach and it is an opportunity to detail some useful preliminaries (for 
more details see the complete exposure [49]). 
1. A QUICK DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCESS 
Let C(t) be a moving (nonempty) closed convex set in some Euclidean 
or Hilbert space. At the initial time a given point is in C(O), then this point 
moves when the boundary of C(t) touches it: it is pushed by the boundary 
in such a way that it remains in C(t), but while it is interior to C(f) it does 
not move. J. J. Moreau [32] showed the links between this process and the 
elasto-plasticity theory. In [36] he completely reduced the problem of an 
elasto-plastic bar to the sweeping process. 
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2. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let 
- H be a separable Hilbert space, 
- (x, y ) the scalar product of x and y, 
- B(x, r) the closed ball with center x and radius r, B(x, r) the open 
ball, 
- cc(H) the set of nonempty closed convex subsets of H, 
.- 6(. ( A) the indicator function of a subset A of H (it takes value 0 
on A, + cc elsewhere), 6*(. I A) the support function of A, 
- proj(x ( A) the projection of x on AE cc(H). One has [l, p. 23) 
y=proj(x 1 A)~JJEA and VUEA, (x-y, y-a)aO. 
- N,(y) the normal cone to A E cc(H) at y (as usual in Convex 
Analysis, one considers outward normal vectors). One has [ 1, p. 2203 or 
c2, p. 1681 
n~N~(y)e yeA and (n, Y> =a*@ I A) 
y=proj(x I A)ox- yens. 
- xE the characteristic function of some subset E of a given set. It 
takes value 1 on E, 0 elsewhere, 
- co A the convex hull of a subset A of H, 
- int A the interior of A, cl A its closure, 
- If A and B are subsets of H, the excess of A over B is 
e(A, B) = sup{ d(a, B): a E A} and their Hausdorff distance is 
W, B) = max(e(A, B), e(B, A )), 
- Rd is endowed with its canonical Euclidean structure. The scalar 
product of z and z’ is denoted by z . z’, 
- Sd-’ the unit sphere of R”, 
- A subdivision of [0, T] (T> 0) is a finite sequence (t,, . . . . t,) such 
that 0 = 1, < t, c . . . < t, = T, 
- The variation of a function U: [0, T] + H is the supremum over 
the set of all subdivisions of [0, T] of the numbers Cy=, Ilu(tj)-u(ti-,)ll. 
It is denoted by var(u; 0, T). The function ZJ has bounded variation (BV) if 
var(u; 0, T) < CCL If for some U’ E Lk one has Vt, u(t) = u(0) + fcO,t, U’(S) ds, 
then u is BV and var(u; 0, T) = jco,rl Ilu’(s)ll ds. 
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- If u is BV, at any t > 0, there exists z.-(t), its left-hand side limit. 
By convention u-(O) = u(0). The right-hand side limit is denoted by u+(t). 
Then there exists a vector measure denoted by Du, such that 
Va<h, Du([a,b])=u+(h)-u-(a) (see [lS, 411). 
- When u is BV and right continuous, one has Du( (0)) = 0 and u is 
the cumulative function of Du defined by u(t) = u(O) + Du( [0, t]). 
- If I is a H-valued vector measure with bounded total variation, II] 
denotes its variation measure which is a positive measure on [0, r] (one 
must distinguish between the variation of a function and the variation of 
a measure. For a detailed account see [41]). It is said that the positive 
measure 19 dominates I if 8(N) = 0 * A(N) = 0. If 1 has a bounded total 
variation and 0 dominates A, then ,? has a Radon-Nikodym derivative with 
respect o 8: dA/de which belongs to Lx( [0, T], 0). 
- A multifunction C from a topological space Q to H is said to be 
lower semi-continuous (shortly lsc) at .x0 if, for any open subset U of H, 
(xd2: C(x)n U#Qr} is a neighborhood of x0. 
3. A FUNDAMENTAL LEMMA 
Let 
l(r, R) = 
max(O, ( R2 - r2)/2r) if dim Ha2 
max(O, R - r) if dim H= 1. 
When R > r, (R2 - r2)/2r is the length of a classical curve (see [24, 
p. 412]), consider the curve drawn by the end of a rigid bar rolling without 
sliding on a circle of radius r, then (R2 - r2)/2r is the length of the arc of 
this curve between the circles of radii r and R. 
LEMMA 1. Let ZEH, r>O, C ,,..., C, E cc(H) such that Vi, Ci I B(z, r) 
and XOE H. Let xi= proj(x,-, ) Ci). Then IIXi-zII < /xi- 1 ---ill and 
References. The key inequality was given by J. J. Moreau [40, Lemma]. 
We gave this lemma in C. Castaing [ 14, appendix by M. Valadier]. 
Proof: One may suppose z = 0. 
(1) Weprovefirst llx,II ,<Ilx,ll.Onehas llx0112= llx1112+ 11x,--x,II’+ 
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2(x,, x0-x,) 2 IJxJ* (the scalar product is 20 thanks to the properties 
of the projection). 
(2) Now prove 1(x, -x011 6 (Ilx0112- IlxIl12)/2r. Let y=r(xo-x1)/ 
11x,, - x,11. One has IIx,J* = llx,ll* + 11x0 - xJ2+2(y,x0 - xi) + 
2(x1-y,x,-xi). Since y~B(z,r) the last term is 20 (property of 
the projection) and the penultimate equals 2r llxO-xlll, hence I(x0112 > 
Ilx,ll’+ 11x,,--xII*+2r 11x0-x,II and llx,l12~llxll12+2r 11x0-x,lI. So the 
inequality is proved. 
Adding over i one obtains I:= i IIxi- x- i II G ( llx0112 - lix,ll*)/2r. But, 
either x0$&O, r) which implies Vi> 1, xi$E(O, r), hence IlxJ 2 r, or 
x,EB(O, r) and then tliB 1, xi=x,,. In the two cases the sum is majorized 
by max(O, ( llx0112 - r2)/2r). It is easy to improve the majoration when 
dim H= 1. 
4. THE LIPSCHITZ CASE 
THEOREM 2. Let H be a separable Hilbert space, C: [0, T] + cc(H) a 
multifunction with Lipschitz ratio (with respect to the Hausdorff metric) 
k < 03 and aE C(0). Let N(t, x) denote N,{,,(x). Then there exists a unique 
u, primitive of u’ E L’( [0, T]; H), such that: 
(1) u(O)=a 
(2) Vt, U(GE C(t) 
(3) Lebesgue a.e. u’(t)E -N(t, u(t)) and Ilu’(t)ll <k a.e. 
Furthermore iffor some z E H and r > 0, V t, C(t) 3 B(z, r), then 
(4) jCO,T) Ilu’(t)ll dt G 4r, Ila- zll). 
DEFINITION. The function u is said to be the solution of the sweeping 
process by C with the initial condition a. We will write u solves .YYK(C, a). 
Comment. By (4) the variation of u has an upper bound which is 
independent of the Lipschitz ratio k of C and independent of T (see also 
[31, p. 31, (5.2); 40, Remark 23. 
Proof (Main Ideas). The interested reader must refer to [31, p. 183 or 
[8-l 1 ] or [ 17, p. 224, Th. VII-19-J. Uniqueness follows classically from the 
monotonicity of x H N( t, x). For existence suppose T= k = 1. Define for 
n 2 1 the polygonal function x,, first on the set of points k2 -“, by 
x,(O)=a and x,(k2-“)=proj(x,((k- 1) 2-“) I C(k2-“)), then on the 
intervals ] (k - 1) 2 -“, k2 -“[ by affine interpolation, 
x,(t)=x,((k- 1)2-“)+ [t-(k- 1)2-“]2”[x,(k2-“)-x,((k- 1)2-“)I. 
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Then some subsequence (x,~) converges pointwise on [0, T] and weakly in 
H to a Lipschitz selector u of C (this idea goes back to [22, Th. 21). But 
choosing the subsequence such that (x&) converges in the weak topology 
cJ(L; 9 L$) to some VE L$ one can check (3) (when H = Rd it is easier to 
obtain (3), for example, using the convergence theorem of J. P. Aubin and 
A. Cellina [l, p. 601. One can obtain some results with the Clarke normal 
cone when C is non-convex, see [ 12, 13, 501.) 
For every n the variation of x,: sc0, =, Il.$(r)ll dr, is equal to 
;i, llx,W-“)-x,((k- 1)2-“)ll 
and thanks to Lemma 1 is bounded by I(r, Ila -zll). Let (to, . . . . tk) be a 
subdivision of [0, T]. Since u(t) is the weak limit of ~,~(t) and the norm 
is weakly lsc, one has 
Remark. When D is a metric space and r: 52 H cc(H) is lipschitzean, 
the existence of a Lipschitz selector is not assured. If H = IWd and f has 
nonempty convex compact values, the Steiner point of f(x) gives a 
Lipschitz selector but with a greater Lipschitz ratio (depending on d). The 
interested reader must refer to [45,46]. Note that the Steiner point has 
algebraic properties usually not required in analysis. 
5. NON-ABSOLUTELY CONTINUOUS SOLUTIONS 
Under some hypotheses milder than lipschitzness one can prove 
existence of a solution of the sweeping process when the expected solution 
is required to be BV and right continuous and (3) is turned in 
(3’) ID+almost everywhere (dDu/d lDul)(t)~ -iV(t, u(t)) 
or its equivalent 
(3”) &almost everywhere (dDu/dO)(t)E -N(t, u(t)), 
where 8 is any positive measure which dominates Du. 
Uniqueness remains true [37], see the comment after Lemma 4 below. 
Note that if u is absolutely continuous one can choose for 0 the Lebesgue 
measure, and the formula (3”) involves only the classical derivation. Note 
that when u is discontinuous at t, (3’) implies u(t) = proj.,,,(u-(t)) so that 
the point is not pushed by some part of C but “attracted” by C(f). 
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Even when the problem admits a continuous solution, (3’) or (3”) must 
be used if this solution is not absolutely continuous. This is a very 
prominent feature of the problem. For example this happens if KE cc(H) 
has a nonempty interior, W: [0, r] + H is continuous and C(t) = K + w(t) 
(here the sweeping process is equivalent to the problem studied by 
H. Tanaka [47]). 
First if C has finite variation and the function u(t) = var( C; 0, t) is right 
continuous J. J. Moreau [30, 31, 393 proved the existence for (1) (2) (3’). 
A slightly less general case is the one where u is continuous. Then there 
exists a stictly increasing and continuous mapping cp from [0, T] onto 
some interval such that I? = C 0 cp - ’ is lipschitzean (see [ 34,411). If D is the 
solution of the sweeping process by c then one can prove that u = fi 0 cp 
solves (1) (2), (3’). Note that when only the mere structure of ordered set 
is considered on [0, T], lipschitzness is meaningless but “BV-tress and 
continuity” becomes the correct notion. 
Moreover J. J. Moreau [38, 393 proved the existence under the following 
hypothesis: C has a right continuous retraction r, where 
(the supremum is over all subdivisions of [0, t] ). This typically unilateral 
notion (developed in [33]) is well fitted to the problem. The results of 
J. J. Moreau do not require nonemptiness of int C(r). 
On the contrary, assuming (in the line of [47, 14, 151) H= [Wd, 
int C(t) # Qr and C is lsc, M. D. P. Monteiro Marques [26,27] obtained a 
new existence theorem. Lemma 1 plays there an essential role. The most 
simple case (which becomes trivial) is d= 1, C(r) = [a(t), cc [ with 
a: [0, T] + [ - a, cc [ upper semi-continuous. Then the solution is u(r) = 
max(a, sup{cr(s): SE [0, r]}). This formula is well known in the theory of 
stochastic process with reflecting boundary (which was the motivation of 
H. Tanaka). 
6. SOME OTHER PRELIMINARIES 
THEOREM 3. Let I be a H-valued vector measure on [0, T] and tl a 
positive measure such that A admits a Radon-Nikodym derivative dl/de. 
Then e-almost everywhere 
(5) 
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Comment. For H= [w this theorem was proved by R. L. Jeffery [23], 
see also [20,42]. The general case follows easily [43, Prop. 11. 
LEMMA 4. Let u: [0, T] + H a BV function, u(t)= Ilu(t) and 8 a 
positive measure which dominates IDul. Then 0 dominates Dv and &almost 
everywhere 
dDv 
--p= 
i 
u’(t)+u-(t), yf(t) 
> 
(6) 
(7) 
Comment. This result is due to J. J. Moreau [35, 373 (for some 
generalisations ee [43]). It follows easily from Theorem 3 (see [49]). 
When (3’) or (3”) is used, inequality (7) is the key of uniqueness. 
LEMMA 5. Let (f,,) be a sequence of BV functions from [0, T] to W’ 
with SUP,,~ Ilf,(O)ll < co and supncN var(f,; 0, T)< GO. Then the sequence 
(f,) admits at least one limit point with respect to the pointwise convergence 
topology. Moreover, iff is one limit point of (f,), there exists a subsequence 
(f,,) which converges pointwise to f 
Comment. This lemma is the first Helly theorem [44, p. 2221, see also 
[3, p. 1733. For variants see A. A. Zlotnick [Sl], C. Castaing [ 14, 
p. lO.lO], M. D. P. Monteiro-Marques [26, p. 6.66.91. Usually the state- 
ment says “there exists a subsequence which converges.” Here we say that 
for any limit point there exists a convergent subsequence. For a complete 
proof of this small improvement see [49, Lemma 81. 
7. AN INCOMPLETE CHARACTERIZATION OF THE SOLUTION 
PROPOSITION 6. Let C: [0, T] + cc(H) be a lsc multrfunction and 
u: [O, T] + H be BV and right continuous. Zf u is solution of(l), (2), (3’), 
then 
Vs < t, tlcp continuous selector of C, 
I (cp(t), D”(dz)) 2 mwl*- llu(.sll’). ,&[, (8) 
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Conversely, if u is a selector of C and (8) is verified, then at IDul-almost 
every continuity point t of u 
--& (t) E N(t, u(t)). 
Comment. The converse part, which is the most important, is due to 
M. D. P. Monteiro Marques [26, p. 15-161 under the hypothesis 
int C(t) # 0 and C is right lsc. 
Remark. The Brezis-Ekeland variational principle [6, 71 can be 
adapted to the sweeping process. For details see [49]. Unfortunately it 
does not seem to be very helpful to prove existence. 
ProoJ Let v(r) = Ilu(r)11’. If u is solution, from (3’), ID+almost 
everywhere on [s, t], 
( v(r) - U(T), dIDu( 
=+0. 
Hence 
i‘,, r, (cp(r), Du(dT)) a f,, r, (U(T), -& (4) ID4 (dr) 
1 
a- 2 s 3s,,, -&, (T) ID4 (dr) (cf. (7)) 
=; (IIu(t)l12- l14s)l12). 
Suppose (8). Let N be a IDul-negligible set, outside of which the formula 
(5) gives the derivatives of Du and Dv with respect to IDul. Let XE C(t). 
Since C is lsc, thanks to the Michael theorem [25] there exists a 
continuous selector of C, cp such that cp( t) =x. Let E E 10, T- t] (note that 
t = T is immaterial. Indeed, either {T} is an atom of IDul and it has not 
to be considered, or it is negligible and it can be added to N). Then 
f (cp, Du)&[v(t+E)-v(t)], Ir,r+El 
hence, {t} being negligible, 
s (cp,Du)>;Dv([t, t+e]). C4f-CEI 
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One has 
i -[r.r+c] 
(cp, Du)= [ 
-[r.r+c] 
(.u, Dz4) +]L,,l+F,, (cp--L Du), 
hence, 
0, Du(Cr, I+&I))+j (q-x, Du)>,fDv([t,t+~]). (9) 
[r.r+sl 
Note that 
Consequently dividing the two members of (9) by 1 Dul( [t, t + E]) and 
letting E + 0 one obtains 
(thanks to (6)) 
(because u is continuous at t ). 
This being valid for any x E C(r), one has - (dDu/d IDu( )(I) E N(t, u(t)). 
Remark. The converse part does not hold if u is discontinuous at t. Let 
H= Iw, T=2, 
if tE[O, l[ 
if t~[1,2] 
and 
u(r) = 
{ 
0 if t~[O,l[ 
\/B if f E [l, 21. 
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Then u is not a solution but (8) is satisfied. Indeed if 1 # Is, t], this is 
obvious. Let us consider the case 1 E Is, t]. Then, since Du = fi 6i and 
cp( 1) > 1, one has 
; [U(t)2-u(s)2] =;(fi)2= 1 <JzG&(l) 
= 
I cp Du, that is (8). I&r1 
8. MORE ON lsc MULTIFUNCTIONS 
LEMMA 7. Let Sz be a topological space, C: 0 + cc([Wd) a IX multifunc- 
tion, x0 E Sz and K a convex compact set such that Kc int C(x,). Then there 
exists a neighborhood V of x0 such that Qx E V, Kc int C(x). 
Comment. Lemma 7 improves [26, Lemma 11. 
Proof Let rp(x, z’) = 6*(z’ 1 C(x)). From C. Berge [4, Chap. VI, 
Sect. 3, Th.11, or [2, p. 118, Prop. 191 or [S, Th. 181, cp is lsc on Sz x Rd. Let 
M(x)=min{cp(x,z’)-d*(z’I K):z’ES~-‘}. 
One has Kc int C(x) o M(x) >O. Hence M(x,) >O. Since A4 is lsc [4, 
Chap. VI, Sect. 3, Th. 21 or [2, p. 119, Prop.211 M(x) is >O on a 
neighborhood of x0. 
THEOREM 8. Let C: [0, T] + cc( W”) a lsc multifunction such that Qt, 
C(t)=,B(O, rO) (with r,>O). For nE N let 
G(t)= {fW:f is an n-Lipschitz selector of C}. 
Then C, is n-lipschitzean and the increasing sequence (C,) approximates C 
in thefollowingsense: Qt,int C(t)cU,,, C,(t)cC(t). 
Proof First 0 E C,(t) c C(t), C,(t) E cc(Rd), the sequence (C,) is 
increasing and it is easy to check that C, is n-lipschitzean. It remains to 
prove that if z E int C(t), then z is in some C,(t). From Lemma 7 there 
exists a neighborhood V of t such that Qr E V, zoint C(T). Let 
a : [0, T] + [0, l] be lipschitzean with support contained in V and such 
that a(t) = 1. Let f(r) = cr(~)z. Then f is a Lipschitz selector of C and 
f(t)=z. 
Remark. For more results in this line see [48]. 
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PROPOSITION 9. Let (C,,) be an increasing sequence of continuous (with 
respect to the Hausdorff metric) mult~functions from [0, T] to cc(iW’) and 
C: [0, T] + cc( rWd). Suppose that (C,,) converges to C in the following sense: 
V4 cl(U,.. C,,(t)) = C(t). [f cp is a continuous selector of C, there exists a 
sequence (cp,,) which converges uniformly to cp and such that ‘dn, (P,, is a 
continuous selector of C,,. 
Comment. Proposition 9 is a part of [ 16, p. 12.9, Prop. 2.51. 
Proof Thanks to the Dini theorem, the continuous functions rn (t) = 
d(cp( t), C,(t)) converge uniformly to 0. Then the multifunction f,,(t) = 
cl(zEC,(t): llz-cp(t)ll <r,(t)+n~‘} takes its values in cc(Rd) and is lsc 
(for more details see [16]). By the Michael theorem [25], f, admits a 
continuous selector (Pi. The sequence (cp,) has the required properties. 
9. LIPSCHITZ APPROXIMATION OF THE SWEEPING PROCESS 
LEMMA 10. Let C, be convex with nonempty interior, a,, E Co and E > 0. 
Then there exist X~E Co and r > 0 such that &x,, r) t int Co and 
4rr Ilao --d 1 < E. 
Reference. M. D. P. Monteiro Marques [26]. 
Proof: There exist x1 and r, > 0 such that B(x, , r, ) c int Co. For any 
6 E 10, l] the similarity of center a, and ratio 6 transforms &x,, r,) in the 
ball &a, + b(?c, -a,,), &,) and this ball is contained in int Co. Since 
I(&,, I(a, - [a0 + 6(x, - a,)]ll) = 6f(r,, llx, - aoIl) + 0 when 6 + 0, it 
remains to choose 6 small enough and to set x0 = a, + 6(x, - ao) and 
r=6r,. 
THEOREM 11. Let (C,) be an increasing sequence of Lipschits multlfunc- 
tions from [0, T] to cc([Wd) satisfying V t, C,(t) 3 B(0, rO) (with r0 > 0) and 
let C: [0, T] + cc([Wd). Suppose that (C,) converges to C as in Proposi- 
tion 9: Vf, cl(U,,, C,(t)) = C(t) and that C has a left closed graph (that is 
closed with respect to the left topology on [0, T] and the usual one on IWd). 
Let a E C(0) and a,, E C, (0) with a, + a. Then, if u, solves YW(C,, a,), the 
sequence (u,) converges pointwise to a function u: [0, T] + [Wd which is BV, 
continuous and solves 5@W( C, a). 
Comments. Note that, under the assumptions of Theorem 11, C is lsc 
and, conversely, if C is lsc and contains a bail, by Theorem 8 the sequence 
(C,) exists. Note also that, if the graph of C is closed with respect o the 
usual topology of [0, T], then it is left closed. 
The existence theorem for the sweeping process has already been proved 
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by M. D. P. Monteiro Marques [26,27] under weaker hypotheses (he 
obtained also a result in the infinite dimensional case: see [28]). Here the 
convergence of u, to u is surely uniform (if C, + C uniformly this is an easy 
consequence of inequality (24) of [28]. In [29], for the Yosida approxima- 
tion, the graph of u,, converges to the “filled-in” graph of u in the Hausdorff 
metric). Our proof uses many steps of [26,27] and some ideas of 
C. Castaing [ 16, Th. 2.31. 
Proof: (1) Setting R= supkEN /akjl, inequality (4) implies 
Vn, var(u,; 0, T) < I(r,, R). 
So the sequence (u,) lies in a compact of ( IWd)[‘, rl. To prove its 
convergence it is sufficient to prove that it has only one limit point. By 
Lemma 5, if u is a limit point of (u,), there exists a subsequence which 
converges to U. This subsequence will still be denoted by (u,): one can say 
that it is (u~)~~~, where A is an infinite subset of N. Below n will always 
denote an integer belonging to A. We are going to show that u is the 
unique solution of Y%/( C, a). Obviously Vt, u(t) = lim u,(t) E C(t), hence u 
is a selector of C, and u(0) = a. 
(2) Now we show that u is BV. Let (to, . . . . fk) be a subdivision of 
[0, T]. One has 
i$, Il4~i)--u(~i-,)ll slim 5 Il&I(~i)-kI(~i-,)II 
i= I 
< I(r,, R). 
Hence var(u; 0, T) < I(r,, R). 
(3) Now we show that u is right continuous at t E [0, T[. Let E > 0. 
From Lemma 10 applied with C(I) and u(t), there exist x0 E C(t) and r > 0 
such that @-x0, r) c int C(r) and Z(r, IIu(t) - x,,(I ) <a. There exists n, such 
that n 2 n, =z- int C,(r) 1 @x0, r) (one can apply Lemma 7 to the topologi- 
cal space A u {co } and the multifunction n H C,(r) extended by 
C, (t) = C(r). Indeed n H C,(t) is lsc at the point co). By the continuity of 
I(r, .), there exists n,>n, such that n>,n,aI(r, Ilu,(t)-xoll)<c. By 
Lemma7 there exists 6>0 such that r~[t,r+6]~C,,(s)~~(x,,r). 
Then 
Vn>n,,Vrc[t, t+d], C,(T) = Rx,, r), 
hence by (4), 
s Il4(~)ll dT<Qr, Ilu,(t)-xoll)<~. CLrtd] 
505:88:?-4 
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Hence 
vn3n2,VrE[f, t+h], IbGl(r) - hl(~)ll <E. 
Hence 
VrE [t, t+d], Ilu(r,-u(t)11 <E. 
Thus u is right continuous. 
(4) Now we show that IDu(-almost everywhere the continuity of u at 
t implies - [&In/d lDul](t) E N(t, u(t)). We will apply Proposition 6. Let 
s < t. For any bounded Bore1 function 5 : [0, T] -+ Rd we define 
and 
If s<s’,<t’dt and zglRd, Zn(~ls~,,~,~)=~~(~,(f’)-uU,(~‘)), hence Z,, 
converges to I pointwise on the functions r = x,~,,~.~z and, thanks to 
linearity, on step left continuous functions. The inequality var(u,; 0, T) < 
Z(r,, R)) implies the equicontinuity of the Z,, with respect to the uniform 
convergence norm. Consequently the pointwise convergence holds on the 
set of continuous functions (this is the second Helly theorem: see [44, 
p. 233; 211 which is quoted in [19, p. 3911). Let cp: [O, T] -+ Rd be a 
continuous selector of C and (cp,) the sequence given by Proposition 9. 
Thanks to Proposition 6, if n 2 k, 
zn(P,) = i;s t, (Pk . D 42 a4A~)l12- 1141(~)112), 
hence, letting n + co 
I(qPk )=j,s,t, (Pk.DU~f(bdt)l12- Ib(S)li2) 
riformly and, since (Pi + cp UI 
This holds for any choice of cp, s and r > s, so Proposition 6 applies. 
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(5) We end the proof with the left continuity of U. Let t E 10, 7’1. 
Since the graph of C is left closed, u-(t) belongs to C(t). Let E > 0. By 
Lemma 10 there exist -‘co and r >O such that B(x,, r) c int C(t) and 
f(r, Ilu-(t)-xO]I)<s. There exists n, such that B(x,, r)cint C,,(t) (see the 
argument, relying on Lemma 7, in (3)). Again by Lemma 7, since C,, is 
continuous, there exists t’~ [0, t[ such that Vre [t’, t], B(x,, Y) c 
int C,,(T). Hence 
vnan,, VTE [t’, t], B(xO, r) c int C,(T). 
Thereexistst”E [t’, t[ suchthat Ilu(r”)-u-(t)]/ <~andf(r, IIu(~“)-x~II)<E. 
Then there exists nz > n, such that Vn >/ n2 one has IIu,( t”) - u(t”)ll < E and 
l(r, ]lu,,(f”) - x,,]l ) < E. Thanks to (4), for every n 2 n, one has 
s Ib;(~)ll dT Gf(r, II&(-%/I) < E, Cr”,rl 
hence /u,(t) - u,,(t”)l] < E. It follows that 
Ilu,(t)--u-(t)11 <u,(t)--u,(t”)ll + Ilu,(t”)-u(t”)ll + llu(r”)-u-(t)11 <3E, 
hence, letting n + co, Ilu( t) - u - (t)ll < 3~. Since this holds for any E > 0, 
u is left continuous. 
Remark. In [26] M. D. P. Monteiro-Marques does not assume the 
left closedness of the graph of C. His limit function satisfies u(t) = 
proj(u-(t) I C(r)). But here without the closedness hypothesis this is false: 
see the example below. Perhaps it would be true with the special C, of 
Theorem 8. 
EXAMPLE. Let d=2, T= 1 and I-: [0, co[ +cc(R*) defined by 
T(a) = co(C-LO12~ (t-1, a)>) if aE[O, l] 
- (4, f, + aCU1) + cf, $,I if CLE [l, co[. 
When aE [l, co[, T(a) is the transform of f-( 1) in the similarity of center 
-(f, f) and ratio a. See Fig. 1. 
Obviously r is lipschitzean and increasing. Let, for t E [0, 11, C,(t) = 
r(n( 1 - t)). Then C, is lipschitzean and C,(t) c C, + ,(t). Let C(t) = R2 if 
t E [0, 1 [ and C( 1) = [ - 1, 01’. The sequence (C,) converges to C in the 
sense of Proposition 9. Let a = (0, fi). Then for n large enough a belongs 
to C, (0) and the solution u,, of Y%<(C,, a) satisfies u,( 1) = ( - 1,0) 
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whereas C gives u(l) = (0,O). The interested reader can check that the 
pointwise limit of 24, is 
1 
(0, \A, 
dt)= f-1,0) 
if t~[0, II: 
if t= 1. 
This gives another example showing that the converse part of Proposition 6 
does not hold if u is not continuous at t. 
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